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Abstract
Recent advanced methods in Natural Lan-
guage Understanding for Task-oriented Dia-
logue (TOD) Systems (e.g., intent detection
and slot filling) require a large amount of anno-
tated data to achieve competitive performance.
In reality, token-level annotations (slot labels)
are time-consuming and difficult to acquire. In
this work, we study the Slot Induction (SI) task
whose objective is to induce slot boundaries
without explicit knowledge of token-level slot
annotations. We propose leveraging Unsuper-
vised Pre-trained Language Model (PLM) Prob-
ing and Contrastive Learning mechanism to ex-
ploit (1) unsupervised semantic knowledge ex-
tracted from PLM, and (2) additional sentence-
level intent label signals available from TOD.
Our approach is shown to be effective in SI task
and capable of bridging the gaps with token-
level supervised models on two NLU bench-
mark datasets. When generalized to emerging
intents, our SI objectives also provide enhanced
slot label representations, leading to improved
performance on the Slot Filling tasks. 1

1 Introduction

Natural Language Understanding (NLU) has be-
come a crucial component of the Task-oriented
Dialogue (TOD) Systems. The goal of NLU is
to extract and capture semantics from users’ ut-
terances 2. There are two major tasks in NLU
framework, including intent detection (ID) and slot
filling (SF) (Tur and De Mori, 2011). While the
former focuses on identifying overall users’ intents,
the latter extracts semantic concepts from natural
language sentences. In NLU tasks, intents denote
sentence-level annotations while slot types repre-
sent token-level labels.

Despite recent advances, state-of-the-art NLU
methods (Haihong et al., 2019; Goo et al., 2018)

1Our code and datasets are publicly available at
https://github.com/nhhoang96/MultiCL_Slot_Induction

2In our work, we use the term utterance and sentence
interchangeably.

require a large amount of annotated data to achieve
competitive performance. However, the fact that
annotations, especially token-level labels, are ex-
pensive and time-consuming to acquire severely
inhibits the generalization capability of traditional
NLU models in an open-world setting (Louvan and
Magnini, 2020; Xia et al., 2020). Recent works at-
tempt at tackling the problems in low-resource set-
tings on both intent level (Xia et al., 2018; Nguyen
et al., 2020; Siddique et al., 2021) and slot level
(Yu et al., 2021; Glass et al., 2021). However, most
approaches remain restricted to closed-world set-
tings where there exist pre-defined sets of seen and
emerging sets of classes. Some approaches even
require additional knowledge from related token-
level tasks that might not be readily available.

Additionally, with increasing exposure to the
ever-growing number of intents and slots, TOD
systems are expected to acquire task-oriented adap-
tation capability by leveraging both inherent se-
mantic language understanding and task-specific
knowledge to identify the crucial emerging con-
cepts in the users’ utterances. This ability can be
referred to as Slot Induction in TOD Systems.

Recently, Pre-trained Contextualized Language
Models (PLM) such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019)
have shown promising capability of capturing se-
mantic and syntactic structure without explicit lin-
guistic pre-training objectives (Jawahar et al., 2019;
Rogers et al., 2020; Wu et al., 2020b). Despite im-
perfections, the captured semantics from PLM via
unsupervised probing mechanisms could be lever-
aged to induce important semantic phrases covering
token-level slot labels.

Additionally, as an effective unsupervised repre-
sentation learning mechanism (Wei and Zou, 2019;
Gao et al., 2021), Contrastive Learning (CL) is
capable of refining the imperfect PLM semantic
phrases in a self-supervised manner to mitigate
biases existent in the PLM. In specific, given a
sample phrase in the same area corresponding to

https://github.com/nhhoang96/MultiCL_Slot_Induction
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spatial_relation slot type, as a presumed structural
knowledge, PLM tends to split the preposition and
determiner from the noun phrase during segmenta-
tion, resulting in in the and same area. Despite its
structural correctness, the identified segments fail
to align with ground truth slots due to the lack of
knowledge from the overall utterance semantics.

On the other hand, CL can also be leveraged
on a sentence level when intent labels are avail-
able. In fact, there exist strong connections be-
tween slot and intent labels (Zhang et al., 2019;
Wu et al., 2020a). For instance, utterances with
book_restaurant intent tend to contain location
slots than those from rate_book intent. Therefore,
as intent labels are less expensive to acquire, they
could provide additional signals for CL to induce
slot labels more effectively when available.

In this work, we propose leveraging PLM prob-
ing together with CL objectives for Slot Induc-
tion (SI) task. Despite imperfections, PLM-derived
segmentations could produce substantial guidance
for SI when slot labels are not readily available.
We introduce CL to further refine PLM segmen-
tations via (1) segment-level supervision from un-
supervised PLM itself, and (2) sentence-level su-
pervision from intent labels to exploit the semantic
connections between slots and intents. Our refined
BERT from SI objectives can produce effective
slot representations, leading to improved perfor-
mance in slot-related tasks when generalized to-
wards emerging intents.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We propose leveraging semantic segments de-
rived from Unsupervised PLM Probing (UPL) to
induce phrases covering token-level slot labels. We
name the task as Slot Induction.
• We propose enhancing the quality of PLM seg-
ments with Contrastive Learning refinement to bet-
ter exploit (1) unsupervised segment-level signals
from PLM, (2) sentence-level signals from intent
labels to improve SI performance.
• We showcase the effectiveness of our proposed
SI framework and its ability to produce refined
PLM representations for token-level slots when
generalized to emerging intents.

2 Related Work

Pre-trained Language Model Probing Pre-
trained Language Models (PLMs) have been shown
to possess inherent syntactic and semantic informa-
tion. Different probing techniques are developed

make me a reservation in carolinasouth
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Figure 1: Illustration of connections between Phrasal
Segmentation (PS), Beginning-Inside-Outside (BIO)
Tagging Slot Label and Break-Tie (B-T) Labeling

Schema based on Golden Slot Labels (Red: denotes
Golden Slot Labels for the utterance, P1,P2 denote
identified phrases, NA, B,T denote Not-Relevant,

Break, Tie Labels in B-T Labeling Scheme)

to investigate the knowledge acquired by PLMs, ei-
ther from output representations (Wu et al., 2020b),
intermediate representations (Sun et al., 2019), or
attention mapping (Clark et al., 2019; Yu et al.,
2022). Unlike previous probing techniques that
focus on deriving syntactic tree structure, we lever-
age semantically coherent segments recognized by
PLMs to induce phrases containing token-level slot
labels in NLU tasks for TOD Systems.

Contrastive Learning Contrastive Learning
(CL) has been widely leveraged as an effective
representation learning mechanism (Oord et al.,
2018). The goal of CL is to learn the discrimina-
tive features of instances via different augmentation
methods. In Natural Language Processing (NLP),
CL has been adopted in various contexts ranging
from text classification (Wei and Zou, 2019), em-
bedding representation learning (Gao et al., 2021)
to question answering (Xiong et al., 2020; Liu et al.,
2021). CL has also been integrated with PLM as a
more effective fine-tuning strategy for downstream
tasks (Su et al., 2021). In our work, we propose an
integration of CL with PLM probing techniques to
further refine imperfect PLM-derived segments via
(1) unsupervised signals from PLM itself, and (2)
less expensive sentence-level intent label supervi-
sion for improved SI performance.

3 Problem Formulation
Slot Induction We introduce the task of Slot In-
duction (SI) whose objective is to identify phrases
containing token-level slot labels. Unlike tradi-
tional SF and previously proposed AISI framework
(Zeng et al., 2021), in our SI task, both slot bound-
aries and slot types are unknown during training.
The task is also related to Phrasal Segmentation/
Tagging (PS) methods (Shang et al., 2018a; Gu
et al., 2021). However, there are three key distinc-
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Figure 2: Illustration of the Proposed Model Overview. The model is made up of two-level Contrastive Learning
depicted by two modules: (1) Segment-level Supervision (SegCL) via Unsupervised PLM Probing (UPL), (2)
Sentence-level Supervision (SentCL) via intent labels. Green, Orange, Red denote Anchor, Positive, Negative

samples respectively. Black circle denotes the representation of the cropped segment from Augmentation.

tions: (1) utterances and intent labels (if available)
are the only sources of information for the task,
(2) slot phrases (i.e. close by (spatial_relation),
most expensive (cost_relative)), are not restricted
to noun phrases, (3) slot phrases (i.e. strauss is
playing today (movie_name)) might be more so-
phisticated and harder to identify than typical noun
phrases (i.e. chicago (city)). These differences ex-
plain why PS methods do not consistently perform
well in our proposed SI task (Section 6).

Specifically, given an utterance with the length
of T tokens x = [x1, x2..., xT ], SI task aims to
make decisions at T − 1 positions whether to (1)
tie the current token with the previous one to extend
the current phrase 3, or (2) break away from the
previous token/ phrase to form a new phrase.

Evaluation Metric We adopt the Break-Tie (B-
T) schema (Shang et al., 2018b) to evaluate SI task.
The metric allows for direct comparison between
supervised Sequential Labeling and unsupervised
PS methods. In SI setting, Tie represents the con-
nection between tokens of the same slot type while
Break denotes the separation between (1) tokens
from different slot types, and (2) tokens from a
slot type and non-slot tokens. As the objective of
SI is on slot tokens, consecutive non-slot tokens
should not contribute to the overall performance.
Therefore, additional NA labels are introduced to
guarantee that evaluations are only conducted on
slot tokens and their adjacent tokens.

Figure 1 depicts the connections of SF and PS
labels with B-T schema. For PS, Break denotes
the separation of two consecutive phrases. If no
phrase is identified by PS methods, every token

3In our work, we use the term segment and phrase inter-
changeably.
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Figure 3: Illustration of UPL Segmentation Tree for
sentence “make me a reservation in south carolina”
with sample Impact Matrix at depth d = 3 (Lighter

color denotes lower impact score). d = 0 corresponds
to the sentence-level representation (no segmentation).

is considered as Tie to one another. In the Figure
1 example, as “south carolina” is the only identi-
fied phrase, the given sentence is simply split into
two phrases where Break denotes their junction.
Precision, Recall and F-1 Metrics are reported for
individual labels, namely B-P,B-R,B-F1 for Break
and T-P,T-R,T-F1 for Tie.

Given an utterance, an optimal SI model makes
correct decisions to either break and tie at every
token index. Therefore, H-Mean, denoting the har-
monic mean between F-1 Scores of Tie and Break
label predictions, is considered the golden criteria
for SI model comparison.

4 Proposed Framework

In this section, we introduce our proposed Multi-
level Contrastive Learning framework for SI task
with 2 major components: Segment-level Con-
trastive Learning (SegCL) and Sentence-level
Contrastive Learning (SentCL) as depicted in
Figure 2. We first introduce the backbone Unsu-
pervised PLM Probing (UPL) for both components.
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4.1 Unsupervised PLM Probing (UPL)
We adopt Token-level Perturbed Masking mech-
anism (Wu et al., 2020b) to construct semantic
segments by leveraging PLM in an unsupervised
manner. Due to its operations on the output lay-
ers of PLM, UPL is flexible with the choices of
PLM and avoids local sub-optimal structure from
pre-selected PLM layers (Clark et al., 2019). In
our study, we use BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) as
an exemplar PLM. Specifically, given a sentence
x = [x1, · · · , xT ], the Impact Matrix F ∈ RT×T

is constructed by calculating the Impact Score be-
tween every possible pair of tokens (including with
itself) in the given sentence based on BERT’s em-
bedding and a specified distance metric (Wu et al.,
2020b). Leveraging F , UPL derives the structural
tree by recursively finding the optimal cut position
k with the following objective:

argmax
k

(F i..k
i..k + Fk+1..j

k+1..j

−Fk+1..j
i..k −F i..k

k+1..j)
(1)

where i, j ∈ [0, T − 1] denotes the start and end
indexes of the segment considered for splitting.

At every tree depth, sets of combined tokens are
considered semantic segments since they preserve
certain meanings within utterances. Segments at
a deeper level include (1) all segments obtained
from previous levels and (2) new segments obtained
at the current level. For instance, at depth d =
3 of the given example in Figure 3, the obtained
segments are “make”, “me”, “a reservation in”,

“south carolina”. As PLM parameters are updated
during training, the derived UPL trees from the
same utterance can vastly change. For simplicity,
we set the tree depth d as a tunable hyperparameter.

Formally, at a specified depth d with m semantic
segments acquired from UPL, the final representa-
tion of the input sentence x is defined as follows:

hU = [−→s0 , ...−−−→sm−1],
−→si =

∑d
j=c

−→
hj

d− c+ 1
(2)

where hU ∈ Rm×dh , dh is hidden dimensions of
BERT representations, c,d are the start and end
indexes of the corresponding segment si and

−→
hj

represents the BERT embedding of j-th token.
4.2 Multi-level Contrastive Learning
As UPL only considers token interactions for seg-
ment formation, its semantic segments are far from
perfect. Additional refinements are needed to en-
hance the quality of the extracted segments via (1)
semantic signals captured in segment-level PLM
representations, (2) sentence-level intent labels.

Our overall learning objective is summarized as
L = δLs+γLd, where Ls,Ld denote SegCL Loss
and SentCL Loss, and γ, δ are their corresponding
loss coefficient hyperparameters for aggregation.
For each CL level, positive and negative samples
are drawn separately based on (1) the same batch
of sampled anchor samples, (2) different selection
criteria detailed below.

Segment-level Contrastive Learning (SegCL)
UPL produces semantic segments by purely consid-
ering the exhaustive word-pair interactions within
given sentences. However, it does not take into
consideration the overall semantic representation
produced by the PLM BERT via special [CLS]
tokens. Therefore, we propose leveraging [CLS]
representations to guide UPL towards more dis-
criminative segment representations via SegCL ob-
jectives. Specifically, SegCL aims to minimize the
distance between [CLS] representation and UPL
segment representations while maximizing the dis-
tance between representations of [CLS] and ran-
dom segments of the corresponding utterance.

Given a sample utterance, segment representa-
tion obtained from UPL is considered a positive
sample while negative samples are represented as
segments produced by randomly chosen indexes
within the given utterance. The number of seg-
ments for both positive and negative samples are
kept similar (m) so that SegCL focuses on learning
the optimal locations of segmentation indexes. We
adopt InfoNCE contrastive loss (Oord et al., 2018):

Ls = −log
expcos(

−→
hC ,hU)/τs

expcos(
−→
hC ,hU)/τs +expcos(

−→
hC ,hr)/τs

(3)
where

−→
hC ∈ R1×dh denotes [CLS] representation

from BERT, and hU,hr ∈ Rm×dh denote the rep-
resentations from UPL and random segmentation.
m is the number of extracted segments from UPL
as defined in Equation 2. τs is the soft segment-
level temperature hyperparameter.

Sentence-level Contrastive Learning (SentCL)
Besides relying on UPL, we propose leveraging
sentence-level intent labels to further improve the
quality of segment representations derived from
UPL. Specifically, we randomly draw positive and
negative samples based on the intent labels of the
given anchor samples. As utterances with simi-
lar intents tend to share common slot phrases, our
SentCL aims to learn discriminative segments for
better alignment between utterances from the same
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intents. We adopt InfoNCE loss for SentCL:

Ld = −log
expcos(ha,h+)/τd

expcos(ha,h+)/τd +expcos(ha,h−)/τd

(4)
where ha ∈ Rm×dh ,h+ ∈ Ra×dh ,h− ∈ Rb×dh

denote the representations of anchor, positive and
negative samples respectively and m, a, b denote
the number of extracted segments from UPL for
the respective samples. τd is the soft sentence-level
temperature hyperparameter.

To further encourage the model to identify dis-
criminative segments from the same sentence-level
intent label, we adopt random segment cropping as
an augmentation strategy. As UPL could generate
a vastly different number of segmentation based
on the the cut_score (Equation 1) from the updated
BERT parameters at each step, we conduct random
segmentation cropping by a percent ratio (β) so that
it could be adapted to individual input utterances
and segmentation trees. The remaining segments
after cropping are utilized to compute Ld.

5 Experiments
5.1 Datasets & Evaluation Tasks
We evaluate our proposed work on the two publicly
available NLU benchmark datasets ATIS (Tur et al.,
2010) and SNIPS (Coucke et al., 2018) with the
previously proposed data splits (Zhang et al., 2019).

To evaluate the generalization of the refined rep-
resentations from our proposed work, we conduct
additional splits of each dataset into 2 parts (P1
and P2). For each benchmark dataset, we con-
struct P1 for SI evaluation by reserving samples
from randomly chosen 60% of available intents.
The remaining samples (P2) are used as test sets
for evaluating SF task when generalized towards
emerging intents. The objective of this splitting
strategy is two-fold: (1) Since there is no over-
lapping intent between P1 and P2, there exists no
information leakage of intents leveraged in SI train-
ing (P1) while evaluating SF (P2). (2) We can vali-
date the generalization capability of representations
learned from our SI framework in other slot-related
tasks. Statistics for both parts of each dataset are
reported in Table 1.

Evaluation Task 1: Slot Induction (P1) We
conduct evaluation of Unsupervised SI task on P1
of both SNIPS and ATIS datasets. B-T evaluation
metrics are adopted as introduced in Section 3. Im-
plementation details of our SI model, including
hyperparameters, are discussed in Appendix B.

Table 1: Details of SNIPS and ATIS datasets.
SNIPS_P1 SNIPS_P2 ATIS_P1 ATIS_P2

# Intents 5 2 14 7
# Slots 31 16 68 63

# Train Samples 9356 – 3811 –
# Validation Samples 500 – 414 –

# Test Samples 501 4127 750 895
Avg Train Sent Length 8.65 – 11.67 –
Avg Valid Sent Length 8.72 – 11.82 –
Avg Test Sent Length 8.71 9.87 10.68 8.92

Evaluation Task 2: Generalization towards
Emerging Intents (P2) To evaluate the general-
ization of SI refinement, we conduct SF training
on P1 datasets with different BERT initializations
(Original vs Refined BERT) and evaluation on
emerging intents and slots in P2. Slot Precision
(S-P), Recall (S-R), F1 (S-F1) are reported on P2.
Implementation is detailed in Appendix C.

5.2 Slot Induction Baseline
We conduct a comprehensive study that evaluates
our SI approach with both Upper Bound and Com-
parable Methods. For fair comparisons, we lever-
age the same “bert-base-uncased" PLM (Devlin
et al., 2019) across all applicable baselines. The Up-
per Bound includes methods that leverage directly
token-level labels such as Golden Slot Labels,
Named Entity Recognition (NER) Labels, Part-
of-Speech (POS) Tagging or Noun Phrase (NP)
Labels during training and/or pre-training process,
including Joint BERT FT, SpaCy (Honnibal et al.,
2020), FlairNLP (Akbik et al., 2018).

In addition, we compare with other unsuper-
vised PS methods that do not require any token-
level labels as Comparable Baselines, includ-
ing: Dependency Parsing (DP-RB/DP-LB), Au-
toPhrase (Shang et al., 2018a), UCPhrase (Gu
et al., 2021), USSI (Yu et al., 2022). For fair com-
parisons with Comparable baselines, we also report
results from our model’s variants with similar prior
knowledge assumption, namely Ours (w/o CL),
Ours (w/o SentCL) . Due to space constraints, de-
tails of Upper Bound and Comparable baselines
are provided in Appendix A.1, A.2 respectively.

6 Result & Discussion
6.1 Slot Induction
From our experimental results in Table 2 and 3, for
SI task, our proposed framework outperforms the
Comparable Methods in H-Mean evaluation met-
ric for B-T schema on both datasets. We achieve
significant gains in SNIPS dataset (+6.28 points
in H-Mean as compared to the next Comparable
Methods). Despite lack of access to any types of
token-level labels, our method is also closely on
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Table 2: Experimental performance result on SNIPS dataset over 3 runs (H-Mean is considered the golden criteria
for SI (Section 3)). ¶ denotes models that do not require random initializations.

Model Prior Knowledge Break Tie H-Mean
B-P B-R B-F1 T-P T-R T-F1

Upper Bound Joint BERT FT Slot + Intent 96.91 ± 0.17 96.62 ± 0.69 96.76 ± 0.26 73.55 ± 0.38 73.39 ± 1.03 73.47 ± 0.38 83.52 ± 0.16
FlairNLP ¶ POS & NER 80.04 62.81 70.38 48.25 63.31 54.77 61.60

SpaCy ¶ POS 75.73 50.29 60.45 41.71 62.97 50.18 54.84
Comparable DP-LB ¶ – 59.68 34.27 43.54 21.69 38.53 27.76 33.90

DP-RB ¶ – 66.53 52.56 58.73 33.97 52.24 41.17 48.40
AutoPhrase External KB 65.51 ± 0.23 57.16 ± 2.59 61.05 ± 1.15 33.39 ± 0.74 36.62 ± 1.67 34.93 ± 1.50 44.43 ± 1.64
UCPhrase PLM 42.25 ± 4.90 20.26 ± 2.71 27.39 ± 1.95 36.06 ± 2.42 73.53 ± 3.33 48.39 ± 2.91 34.98 ± 2.35

USSI ¶ PLM 83.21 62.12 71.14 33.96 49.93 40.42 51.55
Ours (w/o CL) ¶ PLM 75.36 66.70 70.76 38.51 45.81 41.84 52.59

Ours (w/o SentCL) PLM 76.09 ± 0.73 66.43 ± 0.29 70.94 ± 0.49 39.15 ± 0.60 47.9 ± 0.91 43.09 ± 0.73 53.61 ± 0.71
Ours (full) PLM + Intent 76.87 ± 0.25 67.77 ± 0.26 72.00 ± 0.24 40.39 ± 0.16 48.49 ± 0.19 44.07 ± 0.04 54.68 ± 0.08

Table 3: Experimental performance result on ATIS dataset over 3 runs (H-Mean is considered the golden criteria
for SI (Section 3)). ¶ denotes models that do not require random initializations.

Model Prior Knowledge Break Tie H-Mean
B-P B-R B-F1 T-P T-R T-F1

Upper Bound Joint BERT FT Slot + Intent 98.49 ± 0.24 99.33 ± 0.08 98.91 ± 0.09 59.07 ± 0.36 58.27 ± 0.89 58.67 ± 0.63 73.65 ± 0.54
FlairNLP ¶ POS & NER 95.44 77.90 85.78 41.34 61.91 49.58 62.84

SpaCy ¶ POS 94.45 69.64 80.17 35.33 61.17 44.79 57.47
Comparable DP-LB ¶ – 80.80 36.38 50.17 12.32 38.51 18.67 27.21

DP-RB ¶ – 84.24 66.84 74.54 14.81 30.52 19.94 31.46
AutoPhrase External KB 75.96 ± 0.04 40.06 ± 0.28 52.46 ± 0.18 19.75 ± 0.21 49.33 ± 0.38 28.20 ± 0.28 36.68 ± 0.21
UCPhrase PLM 47.25 ± 0.04 17.27 ± 0.72 25.29 ± 0.78 17.36 ± 0.16 58.21 ± 0.68 26.75 ± 0.11 26.00 ± 0.47

USSI ¶ PLM 95.06 56.36 70.77 14.78 45.22 22.28 33.89
Ours (w/o CL) ¶ PLM 86.40 61.53 71.87 18.23 35.27 24.04 36.03

Ours (w/o SentCL) PLM 87.29 ± 0.15 64.21 ± 0.27 73.99 ± 0.13 20.09 ± 0.08 35.86 ± 0.35 25.75 ± 0.08 38.20 ± 0.08
Ours (full) PLM + Intent 87.80 ± 0.27 63.27 ± 0.67 73.54 ± 0.36 20.53 ± 0.14 37.89 ± 0.99 26.63 ± 0.26 39.10 ± 0.24

Table 4: Ablation study of effectiveness of SegCL and
SentCL on SNIPS and ATIS in terms of H-Mean

SNIPS ATIS
Ours (w/o CL) 52.59 36.03

+ SegCL 53.61 ± 0.71 38.20 ± 0.08
+ SentCL (w/o aug) 53.44 ± 0.22 37.59 ± 0.81
+ SentCL (w aug) 54.23 ± 0.10 38.12 ± 0.36

Ours (full) 54.68 ± 0.08 39.10 ± 0.24

par with some of the Upper Bound methods that
have been pre-trained with token-level labels (0.16
point difference from SpaCy in H-Mean). Despite
promising achievements, most unsupervised PS
methods only achieve competitive Break perfor-
mance as compared to supervised methods but fall
behind more significantly in terms of Tie perfor-
mance. This implies unsupervised methods are
able to differentiate non-slot tokens from slot to-
kens but tend to fragment slot tokens of the same
type into multiple slot phrases due to the missing
knowledge of token-level slot label spans.

UCPhrase is an exceptional baseline as it
achieves significant better Tie but worse Break per-
formance as compared to other Comparable base-
lines. This roots from the lack of keyphrases pre-
dicted from the model, leading to higher tendency
to “tie” tokens. We speculate that its core phrase
miner’s dependency on frequency is not effective
for extracting slots in NLU tasks. Phrases with
high frequency in utterances are typically non-slot
tokens (i.e. add, reserve), leading to limited mean-
ingful core phrases for phrase-tagging training.

On ATIS dataset, the gap between Comparable
Methods and Upper Bound is more significant as
utterances tend to be longer and contain a wider
variety of slot types than SNIPS dataset. This leads
to a significant reduction in T-P across all of the
Comparable Methods, resulting in a larger gap in H-
Mean for ATIS dataset (approximately 18.37 points
in comparison with 0.16 points in SNIPS dataset).
Additionally, in comparison with SNIPS dataset,
ATIS dataset contains more domain-independent
slot types such as city_name (New York), coun-
try_name (United States). Therefore, methods
leveraging either relevant token-level labels (i.e.
POS, NER tags) or additional large-scaled external
Knowledge Base (i.e. Wikipedia) achieve consider-
able performance gains. For instance, FlairNLP is
only 10.81 points below the Fully Supervised Joint
BERT FT on ATIS dataset (as compared to 21.92
points below on SNIPS) in terms of H-Mean.

Compared with USSI, Ours (w/o CL) consis-
tently achieves better H-Mean performance on both
ATIS and SNIPS datasets (1.04% and 2.14% re-
spectively). We hypothesize USSI might suffer
from the local sub-optimality of pre-selected layers
within deep PLM architecture. As the attention dis-
tribution across different layers varies (Clark et al.,
2019), the pre-selected layers can significantly im-
pact the unsupervised semantic probing of PLM.

Table 4 demonstrates that both SegCL and
SentCL (w aug) objectives provide valuable in-
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(b) Segment-level Supervised Negative-Anchor Pair

  

add
rupee to my

ultra metal playlist

add

tune

to

atmospheric

black metal playlist

0.9379 0.8957 0.8099 0.2022 -0.1575

0.8433 0.8405 0.7799 0.2363 -0.0857

0.6634 0.6926 0.6782 0.2952 0.0235

0.2044 0.2354 0.3293 0.2755 0.1309

-0.1549 -0.1161 0.0181 0.4432 0.4215

Distant Supervision Contrastive Learning

(c) Sentence-level Supervised Positive-Anchor Pair

  

play an

andy silvester sound track
from the

thirtie
s on spotify

add

tune

to

atmospheric

black metal playlist

0.8753 0.6859 0.2488 -0.3002 -0.278 -0.2505

0.7757 0.6358 0.23 -0.2766 -0.2463 -0.2166

0.6098 0.4888 0.186 -0.2156 -0.2033 -0.2041

0.1352 0.0949 0.0451 -0.0966 -0.1049 -0.0699

-0.184 -0.1538 0.0952 0.1131 0.1556 0.175

Distant Supervision Contrastive Learning

(d) Sentence-level Supervised Negative-Anchor Pair

Figure 4: Similarity Matrices between positive/negative and anchor samples from SegCL and SentCL. For SegCL
((a), (b)), positive-anchor pair is more aligned as the sum of similarity scores between positive segments and [CLS]
representation (i.e. sum of row-wise cell values) is higher than the negative counterpart. Boundaries of all slot types
(presented by red, pink, orange boxes) are correctly recognized in the positive sample in contrast to the negative

counterpart. For SentCL ((c), (d)), positive-anchor pair assigns a higher similarity score to the aligned slot phrase
(red box) while negative-anchor pair reduces similarity scores between potential relevant slot phrase (orange box).

formation for SI task, leading to improved perfor-
mance on both datasets beyond Ours (w/o CL).

Segment-level Supervision (SegCL) As ob-
served in Figure 4a, 4b, semantic representation
of the given utterance via [CLS] token is closer to
the UPL-derived segments as compared to random
segment counterparts due to the higher sum of simi-
larity score (0.1281 > -0.6304). UPL segments also
correctly identify nearly all of the slot ground truth
labels (i.e. artist (music_item), paulinho da costa
(artist), my (playlist_owner), very nearly nashville
(playlist)) in the given utterance while random seg-
mentations truncate the slot phrases incorrectly.

Sentence-level Supervision (SentCL) On the
sentence level, besides the commonly aligned
phrases (i.e. add tune to vs add rupee to), the
model recognizes corresponding playlists in an-
chor and positive samples (i.e. black metal playlist
vs ultra metal playlist) and assign competitive sim-
ilarity score between them. On the other hand,
potential relevant noun phrases (i.e. ultra metal
playlist (playlist) and andy silvester sound track
(sound track)) between anchor and negative sam-
ples are assigned low similarity score. This show-
cases the model’s capability in (1) correctly recog-
nizing and bringing the important slot phrases in
positive-anchor pair closer together, (2) reducing

[Golden]: play me a top-ten song by | phil ochs | on | groove shark
add | spirit touches ground | to my | leche con chocolate list

[Ours(with CL)]: play me | a top-ten | song | by | phil ochs | on groove shark
add | spirit touches ground | to my | leche con chococolate list

[DP-LB]: play me a top-ten song by phil ochs on | groove shark
  add spirit touches ground to my leche con | chocolate list

[DP-RB]: play me a top-ten | song by phil ochs on groove shark
  add spirit touches ground | to my leche con chocolate list

[Autophrase]: |play | me a top-ten | song | by | phil ochs|  on | groove shark
add | spirit | touches ground to my leche con | chocolate list

[UCPhrase]: play me a top-ten | song by phil ochs on | groove shark
 add spirit touches | ground to my leche con | chococolate list

[USSI]: play | me | a | top-ten | song | by phil ochs on groove shark
 add spirit | touches | ground | to my | leche con chococolate list

[Ours(w/o CL]: play me | a top-ten | song | by phil | ochs on groove shark
  add spirit touches ground to | my leche con chococolate list

Figure 5: Sample Segmentation Results from
Comparable Methods in comparison with Golden Slot
Labels on SNIPS dataset where “|” denotes the Break
as introduced in Figure 1. Red, Blue denote distinct slot
label segments. The colors are repeated in Comparable

Methods to showcase the consistency of models’
predictions with ground truth labels under the condition
no more than 2 tokens in the segments are mispredicted.

the importance of potential relevant slot phrases
across samples with different intents. The Simi-
larity Matrix presented in Figure 4c also indicates
the strong segment alignment between positive and
anchor samples as the diagonal cells receive higher
similarity score than most of the other cells within
the same column or row.

Qualitative Case Study Additional Case Stud-
ies presented in Figure 5 demonstrate the effec-
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(d) Refined BERT (Test Slots)

Figure 6: Slot Value Representation Visualization of the raw original pre-trained BERT and raw Refined BERT via
SI on sample slot types from training set SNIPS_P1 ((a), (b)) and testing set SNIPS_P2 ((c), (d)). Blue and Red

denotes slot values from randomly sampled ground truth slot types.
Table 5: Evaluation of SF task over 3 runs on Emerging

Intents in SNIPS_P2 and ATIS_P2 datasets.
SNIPS_P2

S-P S-R S-F1
Original BERT 14.11 ± 0.47 17.78 ± 0.82 15.73 ± 0.62
Refined BERT 15.08 ± 0.48 19.61 ± 0.23 17.05 ± 0.38

ATIS_P2
Original BERT 66.67 ± 0.82 63.35 ± 1.35 64.96 ± 0.74
Refined BERT 70.12 ± 0.85 63.64 ± 0.48 66.72 ± 0.66

tiveness of our proposed framework in capturing
slot phrases. Despite the imperfect segmentations,
Ours captures phrases closer to the ground truth
slot labels than other Comparable baselines. In
fact, our identified phrases “spirit touches ground”
and “leche con chocolate list” are exact matches
for the golden slot labels. Our proposed multi-level
CL refining mechanism is also shown to correct
mistakes of the original model. (from “by phil”
in Ours (w/o CL) to “phil och” in Ours (with CL).

6.2 Generalization towards Emerging Intents
Visual Representation We first visualize the rep-
resentations of two randomly sampled slot types
produced by the raw original BERT and our Re-
fined BERT (via SI objectives). As observed in
Figure 6, our Refined BERT clusters the represen-
tations of samples with the same slot types for both
training and testing sets more effectively than the
original BERT in the embedding space, leading
to far clearer separation boundaries between the
sampled slot types. For Train Slots, embeddings

of slot values from each slot type are nearly disen-
tangled, implying our Refined BERT is capable of
recognizing slot types without explicit slot training
objectives and token-level label access. In addition,
when applied to new intents and slots in P2 dataset,
our SI framework produces refined BERT with bet-
ter semantic representations for tokens from the
same slot types as observed in Figure 6c,6d.

Quantitative Evaluation As observed in Table 5,
when generalized to emerging intents and slots, our
Refined BERT outperforms the traditional BERT
while fine-tuning on both datasets in all slot eval-
uation metrics. This showcases the generalization
capability of our model across different sentence-
level intent labels. In addition, the consistent im-
provement in SF evaluation implies that SI train-
ing objectives via UPL and CL refinement provide
more guidance to the PLM for the downstream
token-level task without explicit training objectives
and label requirements.

7 Conclusion
In our work, we propose the study of token-level
Slot Induction (SI) via an Unsupervised Pre-trained
Language Modeling (PLM) Probing in conjunc-
tion with Contrastive Learning (CL) objectives. By
leveraging both unsupervised signals from PLM
and sentence-level signals from intent labels via
CL objectives, our proposed framework not only
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achieves competitive performance in comparison
with other unsupervised phrasal segmentation base-
lines but also bridges the gap in performance
with Upper Bound methods that require additional
token-level labels on two NLU benchmark datasets.
We also demonstrate that our proposed SI train-
ing is capable of refining the original PLM, re-
sulting in more effective slot representations and
benefiting downstream SF tasks when generalized
towards emerging intents. Further studies of bet-
ter exploitation of full-depth segmentation trees,
enhanced segment augmentation mechanisms and
better semantic alignment extraction between slots
and intents are promising directions for our future
work. We also seek to extend the current SI stud-
ies beyond English and towards multilingual NLU
systems. (Nguyen and Rohrbaugh, 2019; Qin et al.,
2022; Nguyen et al., 2023)

Limitations

Our proposed framework assumes a fixed hyper-
parameter depth d for UPL segmentation tree. In
other words, only segments extracted at the depth
d are considered for CL objectives. d is tuned with
each dataset’s validation set. However, as our main
objective is to investigate the effects of UPL and
CL objectives, we leave the full tree exploitation as
future extensions for our work.

Secondly, the goal of our SI is to identify the slot
phrase boundaries. The label type predictions for
recognized slot phrases are beyond the scope of our
investigation. Therefore, direct end-to-end evalua-
tion of SI in mitigating slot label scarcity issues can-
not be directly evaluated. Our rationale for dividing
the task into 2 separate steps (i.e. slot boundary
induction and slot label prediction) is as follows:
As the complete SI is a complex task, breaking it
down not only allows for direct and focused eval-
uation of the proposed framework’s contribution
at individual steps but also minimizes error propa-
gation from intermediate steps to a single end-task
metric. This rationale is further supported by our
empirical study in Section 6. The proposed USSI
whose objective unifies both aforementioned steps
underperforms Ours(w/o CL) and Ours(full) when
evaluated at the slot boundary induction step.
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Table 6: Hyperparameters for SNIPS and ATIS datasets
(SI task)

d β τs τd δ γ

SNIPS 3 0.2 0.1 0.05 0.3 0.7
ATIS 4 0.2 0.05 0.1 1.0 0.2

A Slot Induction Baselines

For fair comparisons across all baselines, we lever-
age BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) as the backbone
PLM architecture (if applicable).

A.1 Upper Bound Baselines

• Joint BERT FT: Fully Supervised Joint Se-
quence Labeling and Sentence Classification model
is trained on top of fine-tuning BERT embeddings
with available golden training slot and intent labels.
• SpaCy (Honnibal et al., 2020): Industrial-
strength NLP tagging methodology that leverages
pre-trained NP chunking model.
• FlairNLP (Akbik et al., 2018): Neural Language
Modeling in junction with pre-trained Sequential
Labeling (NER and POS).

A.2 Comparable Baselines

• Dependency Parsing (Right/Left-branching
(RB/LB): Parameter-free methods for sentence seg-
mentation. Result from the best depth is reported.
• AutoPhrase (Shang et al., 2018a): Statistical
phrase tagging method utilizing high quality mas-
sive corpus as additional Knowledge Base (KB).
• UCPhrase (Gu et al., 2021): Phrase tagging
method leveraging co-occurrence word frequency
and PLM attention maps.
• USSI (Yu et al., 2022): Unsupervised Slot
Schema Induction method leveraging attention dis-
tribution of PLM and additional constraints from
Probabilistic Context-free Grammar (PCFG) (Kim
et al., 2020). For completeness, additional experi-
ments in leveraging the proposed in-domain train-
ing objectives with SpanBERT PLM (Joshi et al.,
2020) are provided in Appendix D.
• Ours (w/o CL): Fixed UPL is directly used for
inference without additional CL refinement. Same
depth d is used as our proposed model Ours (full)
and its variant Ours (w/o SentCL).
• Ours (w/o SentCL): Our model variant that
is trained only with SegCL objectives (Ls). The
model does not leverage sentence-level intent label
information (SentCL) during training.
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Table 7: Ablation study of SpanBERT PLMs with
in-domain training objectives on SNIPS and ATIS
datasets in terms of H-Mean over 3 runs. ¶ denotes
models that do not require random initializations.

SNIPS ATIS
SpanBERT ¶ 43.15 35.05

USSI (Yu et al., 2022) 48.61 ± 0.69 36.63 ± 1.93
Ours (SpanBERT w CL) 53.25 ± 0.29 40.07 ± 2.34

B Slot Induction Implementation (P1)

We train our proposed SI model with batch size of
16, learning rate 1e-5 for 10 epochs. The remain-
ing hyperparameters for individual datasets are re-
ported in Table 6 respectively for SI task. We tune
our hyperparameters based on each dataset’s P1 val-
idation set via grid search for β, τs, τd, δ, γ, except
for d. For depth d, we conduct inference of PLM
probing (i.e. Ours (w/o CL)) on P1 validation sets
and select d with the highest H-Mean performance.
The same depth d is used consistently across dif-
ferent variants of our proposed framework in the
empirical study. Our reported results are reported
based on 3 runs with different seeds.

C Slot Filling Implementation (P2)

As the objective of SF is to compare different BERT
models (i.e. Original BERT vs Refined BERT via
SI objectives), we keep the Sequence Labelling ar-
chitecture simple and similar between the two mod-
els. Specifically, we stack the traditional CRF layer
(Lafferty et al., 2001) on top of the corresponding
BERT models. The overall model is fine-tuned
on SF task with available training slot labels in P1
training data. The model is fine-tuned with batch
size of 16, learning rate of 0.01 for CRF and Linear
layer, BERT learning rate of 1e-5 for 10 epochs.
The testing results (Table 5) are reported on P2
of each dataset as an average over 3 runs. Both
training and inference for Appendix B and C are
conducted on NVIDIA Titan RTX GPU.

D SpanBERT-based Model

Yu et al. (2022) proposed additional self-supervised
in-domain training on Task-oriented Dialogue
datasets. For fair comparisons with (Yu et al.,
2022), we conduct additional studies training
the same backbone SpanBERT PLM architec-
ture (Joshi et al., 2020) with their proposed self-
supervised in-domain training objectives on our
training SNIPS_P1 and ATIS_P1 datasets and re-
port test results in Table 7. To evaluate the effec-
tiveness of our multi-level CL objectives, in Table

7, Ours (SpanBERT w CL) follows the induction
mechanisms proposed by Yu et al. (2022) instead
of UPL mentioned in Section 4.1. The only differ-
ence between Ours (SpanBERT w CL) and USSI
is our proposed multi-level CL objectives

As demonstrated in Table 7, Ours (SpanBERT
w CL) achieves consistent improvements over
USSI on both SNIPS and ATIS datasets (4.64%
and 3.44% respectively) under the same training ar-
chitecture and in-domain training objectives. This
observation implies the effectiveness of our multi-
level CL objectives (SegCL and SentCL).


